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Abstract. Because Remote Procedure Calls do not compose efﬁciently, design-
ers of distributed object systems use Data Transfer and Remote Fac ¸ade patterns to
create large-granularity interfaces, hard-coded for particular client use cases. As
an alternative to RPC-based distributed objects, this paper presents Remote Batch
Invocation (RBI), language support for explicit client-deﬁned batches. A Remote
Batch statement combines remote and local execution: all the remote code is ex-
ecuted in a single round-trip to the server, where all data sent to the server and
results from the batch are communicated in bulk. RBI supports remote blocks, it-
eration and conditionals, and local handling of remote exceptions. RBI is efﬁcient
even for ﬁne-grained interfaces, eliminating the need for hand-optimized server
interfaces. We demonstrate RBI with an extension to Java, using RMI internally
as the transport layer. RBI supports large-granularity, stateless server interactions,
characteristic of service-oriented computing.
1 Introduction
The Remote Procedure Call (RPC) has long been the foundation of language-level ap-
proaches to distributed computing. The idea is simple: replace local calls with stubs
that transfer the procedure call to a remote machine for execution. RPC has been gen-
eralized for objects to create distributed object systems, including Common Object Re-
quest Broker Architecture (CORBA) [22], the Distributed Component Object Model
(DCOM) [8], or Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) [29]. Stubs are deﬁned on a
local object that acts as a proxy for a remote object. One advantage of this approach is
that it does not require language changes, but can be implemented using libraries and
stub generator tools.
Standardobject-orienteddesigns,whichfocusonﬂexibilityandextensibilitythrough
the use of ﬁne-grained methods, getters and setters, and small objects, do not perform
well when distributed remotely. Every method call on a remote proxy is a round trip to
the server. To achieve suitable performance, remote objects must be designed according
to a different set of principles3. Data Transfer Objects and Remote Fac ¸ades are used to
optimize data transfer and combine operations to reduce the number of round trips [18].
One effect of this approach is that servers and protocols are hard-coded to support spe-
ciﬁc client invocation patterns. If a client changes signiﬁcantly, then the entire system,
including the server and its interfaces, must be redesigned.
2 This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant CCF-0448128.
3 Approaches using asynchronous messaging are discussed in related workThis paper presents Remote Batch Invocation (RBI), a new approach to distributed
object computing. Remote Batch Invocation allows multiple calls on remote objects to
be invoked in a batch, while automatically transferring arguments and return values in
bulk. The following example uses a Remote Batch in Java to delete low-rated albums
from a personal online music database.
int minimum = 5;
Service musicService = new Service("MusicCloud", Music.class);
batch (Music favoriteMusic : musicService) {
for (Album album : favoriteMusic.getAlbums())
if (album.rating() < minimum) {
System.out.println("Playing: " + album.getTitle());
try {
album.play();
} catch (Exception e) {
System.out.println("error: " + e.getMessage());
}}}
The batch mixes local and remote computation. In this case, all the computation is
remote except the two calls to System.out. The semantics of Java is modiﬁed within
the batch to ﬁrst perform all remote operations, then perform all local operations. Thus
the typical ordering between local and remote statements is not necessarily preserved.
For example, all of the albums are played before any of the names are printed. All
loops and conditionals are executed twice: once on the server and then again on the
client. Exceptions on the server terminate the batch by default, and raise the error in the
analogous execution point on the client.
A remote batch transfers all data between client and server in bulk. In this case,
just the minimum rating is sent to the server. The server returns a list of all titles of
played albums. But it also returns a boolean for each album indicating whether it was
played. In general, any number of primitive or serializable values can be transfered to
and fromtheserver.Remote Batch Invocation creates appropriate Data TransferObjects
and Remote Fac ¸ades on the ﬂy, involving any number of objects and methods. Standard
Java objects can be published as a batch service by adding a single line of code. The
semantics of the batch statement require that only a single remote invocation is made
in the lexical block. This strong performance model is important, because the cost of
remote invocations may be several orders of magnitude higher than local invocations.
We demonstrate Remote Batch Invocation with an extension to Java. A source-to-
source translator converts the batch statement to plain Java which uses Batch Exe-
cution Service and Translation (BEST), our middleware library for batched execution
using Java RMI. Remote Batch Invocation is not tied to RMI, but could also be imple-
mented using other middleware transport, for example web services or mobile objects.
A server can publish a remote service by making a single library call.
Theperformancebeneﬁtsofbatchingoperationsarewell-known,especiallyinhigh-
latency environments. We evaluate our language extension by comparing it with other
approaches to batching such as implicit batching, mobile code, and the Remote Fac ¸ade
pattern.
In summary, Remote Batch Invocation is a new approach to distributed objects that
supports service-orientation rather than remote procedure calls and proxies. The funda-
mental insight is that remote execution need not work at the level of procedure calls,
but can instead operate at the level of blocks, with bulk transfer of data entering andleaving the block. Unlike traditional distributed objects that maintain server side state,
Remote Batch Invocation has a stateless execution model that is characteristic of service
oriented computing [20,17].
2 Remote Batch Invocation
Remote Batch Invocation allows clients to combine remote operations into a single re-
mote invocation. We will illustrate the features of Remote Batch Invocation by example.
The basis of our examples is a sample remote service described by Fowler in Patterns
in Enterprise Application Architecture [18]. This simple remote music service is com-
prised of three classes: Album, Artist, and Track as shown in Figure 1. The Album
interface also provides the play method which returns the lyrics on the album and
plays the album on a sound system.
interface Album {
String getTitle();
void setTitle(String title);
Artist getArtist();
void setArtist();
Track[] getTracks();
void addTrack(Track t);
void removeTrack(Track t);
String play();
}
A natural remote interface to these three classes is shown below:
interface Music {
Album createAlbum(String id, String title);
Album getAlbum(String id);
Artist addArtist(String id, String name);
Artist getArtist(String id);
Track createTrack(String title);
}
Using the Music interface, a client can create and ﬁnd artists and albums as well as
create tracks. A client may update object ﬁelds using the appropriate setters. We will
use this interface for our Remote Batch Invocation examples.
Unfortunately, this natural interface is too ﬁne-grained in a system where individ-
ual method calls are expensive. Using the Remote Fac ¸ade and Data Transfer patterns,
Fowler wraps the Music interface:
interface FowlerMusic {
String play(String id);
AlbumDTO getAlbum(String id);
void createAlbum(String id, AlbumDTO dto);
void updateAlbum(String id, AlbumDTO dto);
void addArtistNamed(String id, String name);
void addArtist(String id, ArtistDTO dto);
ArtistDTO getArtist(String id);
}Fig.1: Fowler Album Class Diagram
FowlerMusic is a Remote Fac ¸ade for the Music interface. For example, the
FowlerMusic.play method is simply calling the Music.getAlbum method followed
by the Album.play method. The AlbumDTO, ArtistDTO, and TrackDTO are data
transfer objects (DTO) that transfer information in bulk to and from the remote server.
Fowler also deﬁnes AlbumAssembler, which maps between DTOs and objects resid-
ing on the server.
class AlbumAssembler {
public AlbumDTO writeAlbum(Album subject) {
AlbumDTO result = new ALbumDTO();
result.setTitle(subject.getTitle());
result.setArtist(subject.getArtist().getName());
writeTracks(result, subject);
}
void writeTracks(AlbumDTO result, Album subject) { ... }
void writePerformers(TrackDTO result, Track subject) { ... }
public void createAlbum(String id, AlbumDTO source) {
Artist artist = Registry.findArtistNamed(source.getArtist());
if (artist == null) throw new RuntimeException(...);
Album album = new Album(source.getTitle(), artist);
createTracks(source.getTracks(), album);
Registry.addAlbum(id, album);
}
void createTracks(TrackDTO[] tracks, Album album) { ... }
void createPerformers(Track newTrack, String[] performers) { ... }
}
Although AlbumAssembler encapsulates the logic of mapping between DTO and
model objects, it is not generic, containing a hard-coded decision about the DTO con-
tent. In the book, Fowler decides to have the Album DTO provide all the information
about a single album.
The next sub-sections give examples of using Remote Batch Invocation for batch
data retrieval, batch data transfer, loops, branching, and exceptions.2.1 Batch Data Retrieval
A simple client may want to print the title and name of the artist for an album. With the
ﬁne-grained Music interface, the client must execute four remote calls: a call to ﬁnd
the album, a call to get the title of the album, a call to get the artist for the album, and a
call to get the name of the artist for the album.
Using Remote Batch Invocation, the client can use the Music interface while still
executing a single remote call. The input to the remote batch is the id of the album “1”.
The output of the remote batch is the title of the album and the name of the artist of
the album. A remote batch can combine an arbitrary number of method calls as long as
they are invoked on objects transitively reachable from the root object of the batch, in
this case music.
batch (Music music : musicService) {
final Album album = music.getAlbum("1");
System.out.println("Title: " + album.getTitle());
System.out.println("Artist: " + album.getArtist().getName());
}
The same client using the remote fac ¸ade FowlerMusic executes a single remote
method getAlbumwhichreturns AlbumDTO.Forthisclient,theDTOisanover-approximation
of the data needed; a Remote Fac ¸ade optimized for this client would need another DTO
for albums that only provides the title and artist name.
AlbumDTO album = music.getAlbum("1");
System.out.println("Title: " + album.getTitle());
System.out.println("Artist: " + album.getArtistName());
For other clients, the DTO may be an under-approximation of the data needed. For
example, this client prints the title of two different albums.
batch (Music music : musicService) {
final Album album = music.getAlbum("1");
System.out.println("Title: " + album.getTitle());
final Album album = music.getAlbum("2");
System.out.println("Title: " + album.getTitle());
}
FowlerMusicdoesnotcontainamethodthatmatchesthisclientpattern.Consequently,
the same client using FowlerMusic must make an additional remote call compared
to using Remote Batch Invocation. Alternatively, the FowlerMusic interface can be
changed to include a method that takes two album IDs as input and returns a new DTO
containing two ﬁelds representing the titles of the input albums. This highlights one of
the disadvantages of the Remote Fac ¸ade pattern; it creates a non-functional dependency
between the server interface and the client call patterns.
2.2 Batch Data Transfers
Remote Batch Invocation also allows clients to transparently transfer data in bulk to the
server. The following code creates Album, Artist, and Track objects and wires them
together. The input to the remote batch is all the information about the album, artist,
and track to be created and there is no output. The actual construction of the objects and
method calls occur entirely on the server.batch (Music music : musicService) {
final Album album = music.createAlbum("2", "First Album");
final Artist artist = music.addArtist("2", "John Smith");
album.setArtist(artist);
final Track track = music.createTrack("First track");
track.addPerformer(artist);
album.addTrack(track);
}
A client using FowlerMusic can also create the objects using a single remote invoca-
tion using the appropriate DTOs.
AlbumDTO album = new AlbumDTO("First Album");
AlbumDTO artist = new ArtistDTO("2", "John Smith");
album.setArtist(artist);
TrackDTO track = new TrackDTO("First Track");
track.addPerformer(artist);
album.addTrack(track);
music.createAlbum("2", album);
A drawback to using data transfer objects for creating and updating objects, is that DTO
is under-specifying some of the semantics of the operation. In particular, the DTO does
not tell the server whether the artist object is an artist object which should be created or
if it already exists. This is a well-known problem in data mapping and commonly arises
in distributed systems. A common approach and the one taken by Fowler in his book,
is to specify a convention to either always create objects, always use existing objects,
or create an object if it does not already exist. Another approach is to enrich the DTO
with status ﬁelds for each normal ﬁeld that specify the right semantics. Sometimes this
status ﬁeld is encoded into the ﬁeld, for example, by using null as a special value.
A related problem is updating objects if the client only has a partial description of the
object. The client must be able to update the subset of ﬁelds which are known, but not
the ﬁelds which are unknown.
The remote batch is more explicit in that speciﬁes that the artist is a new Artist
object. If the client wanted to reference an existing artist the code would be rewritten as
follows:
batch (Music music : musicService) {
final Album album = music.createAlbum("2", "First Album");
final Artist artist = music.getArtist("2");
album.setArtist(artist);
final Track track = music.createTrack("First track");
track.addPerformer(artist);
album.addTrack(track);
}
2.3 Loops
So far, we have shown that Remote Batch Invocation supports straightline code. How-
ever, it is common for a client to need more complex logic involving branching and
loops. Remote Batch Invocation allows for remoting of the enhanced for loop intro-
duced in Java 1.5 if the collection can be evaluated remotely. If data from the iterationsis needed locally, the remote batch constructs a data transfer object with an array of the
data needed and transparently maps it on the client. Below is a simple example which
shows how explicit batching can operate over arrays. The input to the remote batch is
simply the id of the album and output is the title of all of the tracks, the name of all of
the performers on the tracks, and the lyrics returned by the play method.
batch (Music music : musicService) {
final Album album = music.getAlbum("1");
System.out.println("Tracks: ");
for (Track t : album.getTracks()) {
System.out.print(t.getTitle());
System.out.println(’,’);
System.out.print("Performed by: ");
for (Artist a : t.getPerformers()) {
System.out.print(a.getName());
System.out.print(’ ’);
}
System.out.print(’\n’);
}
System.out.println("Song: " + album.play());
}
The FowlerMusic.getAlbum method in Remote Fac ¸ade nearly provides all the func-
tionality required by this client; however, it does not include a call to the Album.play
method.
2.4 Branching
Conditional statements, including if and else, are remoted if their condition is a re-
mote operation. Below is a simple example that shows such a remoted conditional state-
ment also containing the primitive operator &&.
batch(Music music : musicService) {
final Album album = registry.getAlbum("1");
if (album.getName().startsWith("A")
|| album.getName().startsWith("B")) {
album.play();
System.out.print("Title starts with A or B: " + album.getTitle());
} else {
System.out.print("Title does not start with A or B: "
+ album.getArtist().getName());
}}
RBI supports boolean and numeric primitive operators, both unary and binary. Condi-
tional code can also be included as part of operations on collections. In that case, the
conditions are reevaluated on each iteration over a collection. The following example
adds albums composed by Yo-Yo Ma to the favorites collection.
for (Artist a : t.getPerformers()) {
if (a.getName().equals("Yo-Yo Ma")) {
favorites.addArtist(a);
}}2.5 Exceptions
Remote Batch Invocation separates exceptions caused by failures in communication
from logical exceptions that arise when executing the statements in the batch. The
batch statement itself can raise network exceptions, which must be handled by the sur-
rounding context. If there are no network errors, then exceptions raised by statements
in the batch can be handled in the client.
Within a batch, a remote operation can raise an exception on the server that will
terminate the batch. The thrown exception will be raised in the corresponding execution
point on the client. The client must use exception handlers as in regular Java code. In
addition, the execution of a remote batch may result in a RemoteException that can
be handled by wrapping an entire batch block with a try/catch block.
For example, the following code extends an earlier example to include an exception
handler when trying to play an album, and another handler that deals with network and
communication errors raised at any point of executing the batch.
try {
batch (Music favoriteMusic : musicService) {
...
try {
album.play();
} catch (PermissionError pe) {
System.out.println("No permission to play album"
+ album.getTitle());
}
} //end batch
} catch (RemoteException re) {
System.out.println("Error communicating batch.");
}
The default behavior of a batch is to abort processing when an exception is thrown.
As future work, we would like to be able to apply a different exception policy, for
example to continue execution or restart the batch. Batches also provide a natural unit
of atomic execution. In many cases it is desirable for the entire batch to succeed or
fail, so that incomplete operations are never allowed. One way to achieve this is to use
transactional memory on the server [7].
Even so, it is possible for the batch to succeed on the server but for a communication
error to prevent the client from completing the batch. A standard two-phase commit
could be used to ensure that both the server and client parts of the batch have executed
to completion. These topics are beyond the scope of our current research, but we do not
see any obstacles to combining RBI with distributed transactions.
2.6 Service Implementation
Implementing a Remote Batch Invocation service is much simpler than implementing
a server using traditional distributed object middleware, including RMI or CORBA.
There is no need to create method stubs. Instead, the server simply registers a root
object with a single call after creating the server implementation object.
Music musicServer = new MusicImpl(...);
rbi.Server server = new rbi.Server("MusicCloud", musicServer);The client connects to this service by using the same name and interface.
rbi.Service musicService =
new rbi.Service("MusicCloud", Music.class);
As in most distributed systems, interface mismatches between client and server are
detected at runtime. Standard Java interfaces deﬁne the service contract.
2.7 Service-Oriented Interaction
Remote Batch Invocation supports a service-oriented style of interaction, so it does
not support object proxies. This is not a problem for many client/server interactions,
which can be naturally accomplished in a single round-trip. These interactions have the
following pattern:
client
input
−→ server*
results −→ client
The client sendsany number of inputstothe server,which performs multipleactions
and returns any number of results to the client. There may be cases; however, when a
server computation depends upon client input and previously deﬁned server objects.
client
input
−→ server*
results −→ client*
input2 −→ server*
results2 −→ client
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This situation is easily handled in distributed object systems like CORBA and RMI,
since each server operation is controlled by the client and it can use proxies to refer to
the intermediate server results needed in the last step.
This interaction pattern requires some other solution in a stateless service-oriented
system. The simplest approach is to have the second server batch reload or recreate the
server objects that were deﬁned in the ﬁrst batch. The server may also provide public
identiﬁers for its objects. The ﬁrst results can include a server object identiﬁer, which
is used in the second batch to relocate the necessary server object. These patterns have
been studied extensively in the context of service-oriented computing [20,17].
2.8 Allowed Remote Operations
Any Java code may appear inside the batch block; however, the compiler enforces some
data ﬂow restrictions described in Section 3. Many Java constructs such as constructor
calls, casts, while loops, and assignments cannot be remoted; they are always executed
on the client. Future work may relax some of these restrictions. If remote assignments
were allowed, then it would be possible to aggregate (e.g. sum or average) over collec-
tions remotely. General loops could also be remoted without signiﬁcant changes to the
model.
Exceptions are a special case. The remote batch cannot catch exceptions remotely,
but it does propagate them to the client in the original location of the remote operation
that produced the exception. In this way, the client can catch exceptions raised remotely
and handle them locally.
Keeping the remoteable constructs simple and as universal as possible increases the
viability of using RBI against remote interfaces written in other languages.3 Semantics
Our Java implementation of Remote Batch Invocation uses the following syntax:
batch (Type Identifier : Expression) Block
The Identiﬁer speciﬁes the name of the root remote object. The Expression speciﬁes
the service which will provide the root remote object. The Block speciﬁes both remote
and local operations. A remote operation is an expression or statement executed on the
server. All remote operations inside the batch block are executed in sequence followed
by the local operations in sequence. A single remote call is made which contains all
of the remote operations. This is the key property as it provides a strong performance
model to the programmer albeit lexically scoped. Exceptions in a remote operation are
re-thrown in the local operation sequence at the original location of the remote opera-
tion. If the remote operations fail due to a network error, then an exception is thrown
before any of the local operations execute. Operations inside the batch block are re-
ordered and it is possible that the block executes differently as a batch than it normally
would. The compiler does try to identify some of these cases and warn the programmer,
however, it is up to the programmer to be aware of the different Java semantics inside
the batch block.
Each expression in the batch is marked as local or remote. Local expressions are fur-
ther subdivided into static locals and non-static locals. Remote expressions execute on
the server, possibly with input from static local expressions. Local expressions execute
on the client, possibly with output from remote expressions. Static local expressions are
literals and variable expressions deﬁned outside of the batch and not assigned within the
batch before their use. All other local expressions are non-static.
The compiler determines the location of an expression statically. A component of
this analysis is a forward ﬂow-sensitive data-ﬂow analysis that maps variables to loca-
tions. Locations are ordered as a small lattice where static local < remote < non-static
local. The ⊎ operator adds or changes a mapping for a variable. The pred function re-
turns the predecessors of a statement node in the control ﬂow graph. For simplicity, we
will assume in this paper that all assignments are statements; however, in Java they are
actually expressions. The data ﬂow analysis is deﬁned in Figure 2.
The batch variable is remote. Variables only assigned outside the batch are static
locals. Variables declared ﬁnal and initialized with remote expressions are remote. All
other variables inside a batch block are non-static locals. Assignments may change the
mapping of a variable up the lattice of locations. For this analysis, the only case where
this happens is a variable mapped as a static local may be remapped as a non-static
local. It cannot happen for variables mapped as remote, because ﬁnal variables cannot
be reassigned.
Figure 3 deﬁnes the location function which maps expressions to locations. To
determine the location of a variable expression, the analysis looks up the variable name
in the result of the data ﬂow analysis ﬂowing into the statement containing the variable
expression. The mutual deﬁnition of location and gen introduces a cyclic dependency
which is resolved by taking the ﬁx point of the two functions starting with the bottom
value of our location lattice (static locals). The location of a primitive operation is the
join of the locations of the operands. The location of an instance method call expressionn,m ∈ Statement
e ∈ Expression
inBatch(e) =
 
true e is an expression inside a batch statement
false otherwise
varBatch(e) =
 
v e is an expression inside a batch statement of the form batch(T v : e)
undefined otherwise
s ⊎ nil = s
s ⊎ [v  → l] =
 
s ∪ [v  → l] [v  → ]  ∈ s
(s − [v  → k]) ∪ [v  → l] [v  → k] ∈ s
in[n] =
 
m∈pred(n)
out[m]
out[n] = in[n] ⊎ gen(n)
gen(n) =

     
     
[v  → remote] n = [[batch(T v : e)]]
[v  → static local]) n = [[v = e]] ∧ ! inBatch(n)
[v  → non-static local] n = [[v = e]] ∧ varBatch(n)  = vb
[v  → location(e)] n = [[ﬁnal v = e]] ∧ varBatch(n)  = vb
nil otherwise
Fig.2: Analysis of Java to identify local and remote variables
location([[v]]) = in[Stmt(v)](v)
location([[e1 op e2]]) = location(e1) ⊔ location(e2)
location([[o.m(¯ e)]]) = location(o)
location([[ ]]) =
 
non-static local inBatch( )
static local ! inBatch( )
Fig.3: Location of Java expressionsis the location of the target of the method call. All other expressions inside or outside
the batch statement are non-static local or static local respectively.
Oneimportantthingtonoteintherulesisthatgeneralassignmentisnotsupportedin
the remote batch. Therefore, variables are only remote if they correspond to the batch
variable or if they are final and assigned remote expressions. Java 1.5 for statements
are executed remotely if their collection is a remote expression. A remote for loop is
replayed locally to support local expressions or statements inside the loop. Similarly,
conditionalstatementsareexecutedremotelyiftheirconditionisaremoteexpression.A
remote conditional is replayed locally to support local expressions or statements inside
the if statement.
Data is passed by value from the client to the server and from the server to the client.
For example, the remote identity function returns a copy of the local argument. This
implies that all input and output values of the batch must be serializable and speciﬁcally
in Java implement the Serializable interface. Remote values not used locally are not
subject to this restriction. Remote expressions do have identity as long as they are part
of computations on the server, and similarly local expressions have the normal notion
of identity in Java.
The compiler rejects all programs in which the remote operations cannot be legally
movedabovethelocaloperations.Forexample,parameterexpressionsinremotemethod
calls cannot contain local variables deﬁned within the batch. The compiler also rejects
someprogramsinwhichmovingtheremoteoperationsabove thelocaloperationsmight
result in non-intuitive behavior. For example, parameter expressions in remote method
calls should not have their value changed in the local operations. The following are
considered illegal expressions by the compiler.
– Method invocations on remote values that have a parameter which is a non-static
local expression or is not serializable.
– Expressions with remote locations inside of an if block where the condition is a
local expression.
– Expressions with remote locations inside of a loop construct where the condition is
local.
– Nested batch statements.
One design goal was to ensure that programmers could easily understand the semantics
of the batch construct. To that end, our analysis uses a very simple local data ﬂow
analysis and is lexically scoped. This may allow non-intuitive programs to be accepted
by the compiler, because they change the state of static local expressions via different
threads, heap aliasing, or local method calls [19]. The following example shows a case
where the compiler accepts a program that behaves non-intuitively from the point of
view of the programmer.
StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder();
sb.append("My Album");
batch(Music music : musicService) {
m(sb);
music.createAlbum("1", sb);
}
...
void m(StringBuilder sb) { sb.append(": Blues"); }Theprogrammermightexpectthattheremotemethodcall createAlbumwillbepassed
the string "My Album: Blues", but in a remote batch it will be passed the string
"My Album", because the remote method call will occur ﬁrst. Unfortunately Java
reﬂection, virtual methods, and dynamic class loading all complicate whole program
analysis. Our local lexical analysis trades off catching some non-intuitive behavior to
gain simplicity, practicality, and locality.
4 Implementation
Support for Remote Batch Invocation in Java is implemented as a source to source
translator which takes code containing remote batch constructs and translates them into
regular Java code. The output of the source to source translator uses a script recording
APIthatsendstheremoteoperationsasasinglebatchtotheremoteserver.Inthecurrent
implementation, the script recorder uses the transport layer and the service discovery
mechanism of Java RMI. The support system for RBI is called BEST, which is an
acronym for Batch Execution Service and Translation. BEST is implemented as a layer
on top of Java RMI, without changes to the Java language or runtime. First, we discuss
the translation of the batch syntax. Then, we focus on the implementation issues of
BEST, its underlying techniques, and its integration with Java RMI. Section 5 quantiﬁes
BEST performance beneﬁts.
4.1 Language Translation
The source to source translator is implemented as an extension to JastAddJ [16]. Jas-
tAddJ is a Java compiler based on JastAdd and written as a circular attribute grammar.
JastAdd provides several useful features. As a circular attribute grammar, many static
analyses can be expressed naturally and ﬁxed point computations are handled by the
JastAdd engine. In addition, JastAdd provides many aspect-oriented features which al-
low composition of different analyses and language features in a a modular fashion.
The data ﬂow analysis is implemented on top of a control ﬂow graph module written
by the authors of JastAddJ for Java 1.4. We modiﬁed the their module slightly to add
support for the new batch construct and to support Java 1.5. For each expression, the
translator computes its location as described in Section 3.
The translator traverses the program abstract syntax tree (AST) downwards starting
from the root AST node. Outside of a batch, the translator does not change the Java
code. Inside a batch, the translator always produces two code strings, one for the re-
mote operations and one for the local operations. Once the entire batch is translated,
some boilerplate code to setup the batch is generated ﬁrst, then the remote operations
are inserted, then a call to execute the batch is generated, and ﬁnally the local operations
are inserted. While translating code in a batch, the translator has two different modes of
operation. Initially the translator is in local mode. Expressions in local mode produce
no remote operations and produce themselves as local operations. Most statements be-
have similarly except for remote loops and remote conditionals which produce both
remote and local operations. Once the translator reaches an expression whose location
is remote, it binds that remote value to a temporary variable as a remote operation and
enters remote mode for that expression. The translator also adds a local operation which
invokes the get method on the temporary variable. In remote mode, the translator can
safely assume all sub-expressions are remote operations.Service musicService = new Service("MusicCloud", Music.class);
batch(Music music : musicService) {
final Album album = music.getAlbum("1");
if (album.getTitle().startsWith("A")) {
System.out.println("Tracks:");
for (Track t : album.getTracks()) {
System.out.print(’ ’);
System.out.print(t.getTitle());
}
} else {
System.out.print("Title does not start with A: "
+ album.getArtist().getName());
}}
Fig.4: RBI source code
// Remote part
Service service$ = musicService;
{ Batch batch$ = service$.getRoot();
Handle album$73751 = batch$.doInvoke(batch$,"getAlbum",
new Class[] {String.class}, new Object[] {"1"});
Handle var$0 = batch$.doInvoke(
batch$.doInvoke(album$73751,"getTitle", null, null),
"startsWith", new Class[] {String.class}, new Object[] {"A"});
batch$.rIf(var$0);
cursor.Cursor t$86036$Cursor = batch$.createCursor(
batch$.doInvoke(album$73751,"getTracks", null, null));
Handle var$1 = t$86036$Cursor.doInvoke(
t$86036$Cursor,"getTitle", null, null);
batch$.rElse();
Handle var$2 =
batch$.doInvoke(batch$.doInvoke(album$73751,"getArtist", null, null),
"getName", null, null);
batch$.rEnd();
batch$.flush();
// Local part
if((Boolean)var$0.get()){
System.out.println("Tracks:");
while (t$86036$Cursor.next()) {
System.out.print(’ ’);
System.out.print((String)var$1.get());
}
} else {
System.out.print("Title does not start with A: "
+ (String)var$2.get());
}}
Fig.5: Translation of Figure 4Figure 4 shows a RBI program which uses many of the supported features. Fig-
ure 5 shows the translation into Java code which uses BEST. An interesting part of the
translation is how conditionals and loops require both remote and local operations.
4.2 BEST Client Interface
The main client interface of BEST is deﬁned in Figure 6.
public interface Batch {
public Handle doInvoke(Object obj, String method,
Class[] types, Object[] args);
public Cursor createCursor(Handle value);
public Handle unary(Ops op, Handle val1);
public Handle binary(Ops op, Handle val1, Handle val2);
public Handle constant(Object o);
public Handle rIf(Handle condition);
public Handle rElse();
public Handle rEnd();
public void flush();
}
Fig.6: Interface to the BEST batch execution runtime
A Batch is a client object that represents a collection of statements. Method flush
delineates the boundary of a batch. When flush is called, all the recorded statements
are sent to the server in bulk, executed there, and the relevant results are returned back
together. Each recorded statement returns a Handle which is a placeholder for a remote
object, existing or created on the server. A Handle has two different semantics before
and after flush is called. Before flush, a Handle serves as a placeholder for a result
which has not yet been obtained. After flush, a Handle object holds a result of a
remote operation that can be retrieved.
The Batch interface describes a script recording service. To add a method to be in-
vokedremotely,theAPIprovidesthemethod doInvoke.Theparametersofthismethod
loosely mirror that of Method.invoke in the Java Reﬂection API. The method’s pa-
rameters are deliberately weakly-typed to enable greater ﬂexibility. This design choice
ﬁts well the BEST programming model, in which all the calls to the script recording
API are automatically generated by the source-to-source translator, thereby ensuring
that the resulting code is type safe.
The Batch interface also provides methods to express conditional remote control
ﬂow and operators. These methods are used to express conditions and operations used
in a batch block. The translator maps Java conditional and primitive operators into
regular methods (e.g., rIf, rElse, binary) that are recorded for remote execution.
The makeCursor method takes a Handle parameter and returns a Cursor, which
representsaniterationcontextforthecollectionofobjectsexistingontheserver.Theas-
sumptionforcalling makeCursoristhatits Handleparameterrepresentsan Iterable
object such as a java.util.Collection or an array.
The Cursor interface is implemented as follows:public interface Cursor extends Batch {
public boolean next();
public void setPosition(int position)
throws IllegalArgumentException;
public int getPosition();
}
Remoteoperationsrecordedona Cursorinterfacewillbereplayedoneachelement
of an Iterable collection on the server. After flush, the Cursor can be iterated to
retrieve the results of remote operations for every element.
The end result of recording operations using the Batch interface is a list of method
descriptors, which are serializable objects sent to the server. Each recorded operation is
assigned a sequence number which acts as an identiﬁer for that call. The sequence num-
bers are sent to the server, so that method arguments can be matched to prior method
return values.
4.3 Batch Execution
When the client calls flush, the recorded operations are sent to the server as a batch by
callingaregularRMImethod batchInvoke.TomaketheBESTfunctionalityavailable
toallRMIremoteobjects,the batchInvokemethodisaddedto UnicastRemoteObject,
a super class extended by RMI application remote classes.
The BEST server runtime decodes method descriptors, invokes batched methods
one-by-one and returns the results back to the client. To implement conditional state-
ments such as if and else, the BEST server interprets the operations by evaluating
the speciﬁed conditional statements and changing the control ﬂow of a batch based
on their results. Similar strategy is applied to executing unary and binary operations.
While at the script recording time on the client the operands are represented by handles,
their actual values are obtained during the execution of a batch on the server. Then the
interpretation simply operates on the actual values as was speciﬁed by the script.
Cursor operations are interpreted analogously to regular operations, with the excep-
tion that each recorded operation is executed on each element of an Iterable server
object with the results stored in a table. The rows in the table correspond to the different
variables associated with a cursor and the columns correspond to each iteration of the
cursor.
4.4 Result Interpretation
For each non-cursor client Handle, the server returns a value, exception, or nothing.
The server returns no value for a client Handle associated with an unexecuted remote
operation. At most one Handle is assigned an exception, because the the remote batch
is terminated by the ﬁrst exception. If a Handle has an exception, rather than a value,
then this exception is thrown when accessing its content.
For cursors, result interpretation is more complicated. Each time next is called on
a Cursor, the Handle objects associated with it are assigned values from the return
value array. The number of values in the array is the number of elements in the Cursor
times the number of Handle’s. Handle’s normally do not change value after they have
been assigned, with the exception when they are created within a cursor–the Handle
values may change on each iteration of the loop.0
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5 Performance
In essence, Batch Remote Invocation is a language level mechanism that optimizes re-
mote communication by leveraging the improved bandwidth characteristics of modern
networks [23], especially in high-latency environments. Although the performance ben-
eﬁts of batching remote operations are well-known and have been the target of several
research efforts [6,21,9], the purpose of evaluating the performance of RBI is to en-
sure that the overhead of its runtime, BEST, does not impose an unreasonable perfor-
mance overhead. The following benchmark uses data objects with different numbers of
String ﬁelds: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64. The benchmark emulates a common usage sce-
nario, in which the client retrieves the object from the server and updates its ﬁelds. This
scenario was implemented and measured using three different communication styles:
plain RMI, a hand-coded DTO, and RBI. Figure 7 shows the performance numbers for
each version.
All the experiments were run in the Windows XP version of JDK 1.6.0 13 (build
1.6.0 13-b03), with the server running Dual Core 3GHz processors, 2 GB of RAM, and
the client running Dual Core 2.4GHz Processors, 2GB of RAM, connected via a LAN
with a 1Gbps, 1ms latency network. The results represent the average of running each
benchmark 1000 times after ﬁrst running it 2000 times to warm the JVM. Warming
the JVM ensured that the measured programs had been dynamically compiled before
measurements.
As expected, the RMI version is the slowest, with its slope growing linearly at a
ﬁxed rate, as the number of ﬁelds increases. The DTO and RBI versions exhibit com-
parable performance, with DTO being faster by a small constant factor. These results
are predictable, as the execution time is dominated by the number of remote calls per-
formed by each version of the benchmark, and in most networking environments the
latency of a remote call is several orders of magnitude larger than that of a local call.The speciﬁc number of remote calls performed by each version of the benchmark is
as follows. If f is the number of ﬁelds, the RMI version performs 2∗f remote calls (to
get and set every ﬁeld); the DTO version performs only 2 calls (i.e., getting and setting
all ﬁelds in bulk); and ﬁnally, the RBI version performs exactly 1 remote call.
Even though the RBI version performs only one remote call, whereas the DTO ver-
sion two, RBI is still slower due to the overhead imposed by its client and server run-
time. To provide ﬂexibility, BEST uses Java language features that are known to have
a negative effect on performance, including reﬂection to locate and invoke methods as
well as multiple Object arrays to pass parameters. In addition, the current implemen-
tation of BEST has not been ﬁne-tuned for performance. Finally, the BEST overhead
would be amortized more signiﬁcantly in a higher-latency network environment. Com-
pared to the hard-coded interface of DTO, RBI makes it possible to create a ﬂexible
DTO on the ﬂy with the accompanying performance beneﬁts due to the reduced net-
work communication enabled by its service-oriented execution model.
6 Related Work
6.1 RPC Critique
Even though Remote Procedure Call (RPC) [32] has been one of the most prevalent
communication abstracts for building distributed systems, its shortcoming and limita-
tions have been continuously criticized [30,36,26]. Recently some experts even express
the sentiment that RPC has had an overwhelmingly harmful inﬂuence on distributed
systems development and wish that a different communication abstraction had become
dominant instead [34]. A frequently mentioned alternative for RPC is asynchronous
messaging and events, including publish-subscribe abstractions [12].
Despite all the criticisms of RPC and its object-oriented counterparts, exposing dis-
tributed functionality through a familiar procedure call paradigm has unquestionable
convenience advantages. Remote Batch Invocation is an attempt to address some of the
limitations of RPC, while retaining its advantages, without introducing the complica-
tions of asynchronous processing imposed by message- and event-based abstractions.
Among the main criticisms of RPC is its attempt to eliminate the distinction be-
tween the local and remote computing models, with respect to latency, memory access,
concurrency, and partial failure [36]. By combining multiple operations into a single
batch, RBI reduces latency. By executing all remote operations on the server in bulk,
RBI maintains the local memory access model for method parameters. As future work,
a transactional execution model can be combined with RBI to achieve an all-or-nothing
execution property. And while batch invocations in RBI are synchronous, the resulting
execution model is explicit, giving the programmer a clear execution and performance
model.
6.2 Explicit Batching
Software design patterns [18] for Remote Fac ¸ade and Data Transfer Object (also called
Value Objects [3]) can be used to optimize remote communication. A Remote Fac ¸ade
allows a service to support speciﬁc client call patterns using a single remote invocation.
DifferentRemoteFac ¸adesmaybeneededfordifferentclients.RemoteBatchInvocationprovides a custom Remote Fac ¸ade for each client as long as the client call pattern is
supported as a single batch. A Data Transfer Object is a Serializable class that
provides block transfer of data between client and server. As with the Remote Fac ¸ade,
different kinds of Data Transfer Objects may be needed by different clients. Remote
Batch Invocation constructs an appropriate value object on the ﬂy, automatically, as
needed by a particular situation. Remote Batch Invocation also generalizes the concept
of a data transfer object to support transfer of data from arbitrary collections of objects.
The DRMI system [21] aggregates RMI calls as a middleware library much like
BEST. DRMI uses special interfaces to record and delay the invocation of remote calls.
DRMIonlysupportssimplecallaggregationandsimplebranching,whileRemoteBatch
Invocation and BEST also support cursors, primitive operations, and exception han-
dling. Like BEST, DRMI requires that the programmer partition the remote and local
operations themselves. This often forces the programmer to replicate loops and con-
ditionals manually, whereas Remote Batch Invocation offers a more ﬂexible style of
programming and relies on the source to source translator to partition the program into
remote and local operations.
Detmold and Oudshoorn [15] present analytic performance models for RPC and its
optimizations including batched futures as well as a new optimization construct termed
a responsibility. Their analytic models could be extended to model the performance
properties of the new optimization constructs of Remote Batch Invocation such as cur-
sors and branching.
Sometimes a communication protocol deﬁnes batches directly, as is in the com-
pound procedure in Network File System (NFS) version 4 Protocol [27], which com-
bines multiple NFS operations into a single RPC request. The compound procedure in
NFS is not a general-purpose mechanism; the calls are independent of each other, ex-
cept for a hard-coded current ﬁlehandle that can be set and used by operations in the
batch. There is also a single built-in exception policy. Web Services are often based on
transfer of documents, which can be viewed as batches of remote calls [35,11].
Cook and Barﬁeld [11] showed how a set of hand-written wrappers can provide a
mapping between object interfaces and batched calls expressed as a web service doc-
ument. Remote Batch Invocation automates the process of creating the wrappers and
generalizes the technique to support branching, cursors, and exception handling. As
a result, Remote Batch Invocation scales as well as an optimized web service, while
providing the raw performance beneﬁts of RPC [13]. Web services choreography [24]
deﬁnes how Web services interact with each other at the message level. Remote Batch
Invocation can be seen as a choreography facility for distributed objects.
6.3 Mobile Code
Mobile object systems such as Emerald [5] reduce latency by moving active objects,
rather than making multiple remote calls. JavaParty [25] migrates objects to adapt the
distribution layout of an application to enhance locality. Ambassadors is a communi-
cation technique that uses object mobility [14] to minimize the aggregate latency of
multiple inter-dependent remote methods. DJ [1] adds explicit programming constructs
for direct type-safe code distribution, improving both performance and safety.
Mobile objects generally require sophisticated runtime support not only for moving
objects and classes between different sites, but also for dealing with security issues. A
Java application can essentially disable the use of mobile code by not allowing dynamicclass loading. An RBI server is fairly simple to implement. Clients only gain access to
interfaces that are reachable from the service root.
Even in an environment that supports mobile code, there are advantages to Remote
Batch Invocation. This can be understood by considering a translation from RBI to
mobile code. A batch statement could be implemented using mobile code by writing
two mobile classes, one that is sent from the client to the server to execute the remote
operations, and another that is sent from the server back to the client to transport the
results in bulk to the client. The ﬁrst class would contain member variables to store all
the local data sent to the server, and a method body to execute on the server. At the
start of this method an instance of the second class is created and populated with data
created by the remote method. At the end of the method the result object is sent back to
the client. A custom pair of classes is needed for each batch statement in the program.
While mobile code is more ﬂexible and powerful than RBI, it can also be more work to
use this power to implement common communication patterns.
6.4 Implicit Batching
Batched futures reduce the aggregate latency of multiple remote methods [6]. If remote
methods are restructured to return futures, they can be batched. The invocation of the
batch can be delayed until a value of any of the batched futures is used in an operation
that needs its value. There are several different client invocation patterns that cannot be
batched in this model. For example, unrelated remote method calls will not be batched
together.
Future RMI [2] communicates asynchronously to speed up RMI in Grid environ-
ments, when one remote method is invoked on the result of another. Remote results of
a batch are not transferred over the network, remaining on the server to be used for
subsequent method invocations.
Yeung and Kelly [9] use byte-code transformations to delay remote methods calls
andcreatebatchesatruntime.Astaticanalysisdetermineswhenbatchesmustbeﬂushed.
In all of these implicit batching techniques, it is not clear how to support loops,
branches, and exceptions as in Remote Batch Invocation. In addition, small changes in
the program, for example introducing an assignment to a local variable, or an exception
handler, can cause a batch to be ﬂushed. This means the performance is very sensitive
to the ordering of remote and local operations. On the other hand, Remote Batch In-
vocation automatically tries to reorder remote and local operations to maintain a single
batch, while checking that the reordering makes sense.
6.5 Automatic Partitioning
Remote Batch Invocation can be seen as a language level abstraction for automatic ap-
plication partitioning, a semi-automatic approach for deriving a distributed application
from a centralized one.
One line of research has explored coarse grained program partitioning. The pro-
grammer, by means of a GUI or a conﬁguration ﬁle, designates different parts of a cen-
tralized application, typically at a class or object granularity, to run on different network
nodes. The resulting distribution speciﬁcation then parameterizes a compiler-based toolthat automatically rewrites the centralized application for distributed execution. To in-
troduce distribution, a partitioning tool may need to both change the structure of the ap-
plication (e.g., to introduce a proxy indirection) and add middleware functionality (e.g.,
to replace local calls with remote ones). In the Java world, recent automatic partitioning
tools include Addistant [31], Pangaea [28], and one of the co-author’s J-Orchestra [33].
Addistant and J-Orchestra partition programs at a class granularity; Pangaea can parti-
tion at the individual object level. J-Orchestra addresses the challenges of partitioning
programs safely in the presence of unmodiﬁable code that comes as part of their runtime
systems.
Automaticprogrampartitioninghasalsobeenappliedatﬁnergranularaties.Swift[10]
partitions Java programs into a web application backend and Javascript at the Java state-
ment level. Constraints on the locations of statements is inferred from information ﬂow
policies and the placement of statements is optimized to minimize round-trips with
respect to those constraints. Similarly, RBI infers the location of statements and ex-
pressions from a forward data-ﬂow analysis. Some of the co-authors have previously
developed Query Extraction [37]; a system for extracting database queries from Java
code traversing persistent object structures. Query Extraction performs a very similar
analysis to RBI to extract the code operating over persistent data and converts that
code’s loops and conditions to join and where clauses in database queries.
6.6 Asynchronous Remote Invocation
Another approach to optimizing distributed communication is dispatching remote calls
asynchronously. One example is ProActive [4]. An asynchronous remote call in ProAc-
tive returns a future; a placeholder for to be computed results. When a client tries to
resolve the future’s actual value, the client blocks until the result is available.
Although asynchronous remote invocations can optimize many patterns in client-
server communication, they offer no performance improvements for chains of remote
calls (i.e., o.m1().m2()). Compared to asynchronous invocation, the RBI program-
ming model does not involve futures and can combine chains of remote calls into a
batch, thus improving their performance.
Although the current version of RBI does not take advantage of concurrent process-
ing, in the future the script recorder could also convey dependencies between batched
operations to the server, which can be used to safely introduce concurrency into the
batch execution on the server.
7 Conclusion
Most of the related work discussed in Section 6 improve distributed programming using
libraries and compiler optimizations. On the other hand, Remote Batch Invocation (RBI)
addresses distributed programming with a language extension. We argue that the ben-
eﬁts of RBI over existing library and compiler approaches may overcome the natural
inertia to changing a programming language. The beneﬁts of RBI include:
– RBI provides a strong performance model. One server round-trip is executed for
each lexical batch block.– RBI allows multiple remote operations to be combined in a batch which is executed
inasingleround-triptoaremoteserver.Abatchsupportsbothcontrolanddataﬂow
dependencies between remote operations. As a consequence, the remote server may
provide a ﬂexible ﬁne-grained interface.
– RBI allows the programmer to mix remote and local operations naturally. The com-
piler separates the remote operations and takes care of transferring multiple inputs
to the remote server and interpreting the multiple outputs.
RBI was implemented as a Java extension using a source to source translator and
the BEST runtime middleware library. In the future, we will look at incorporating trans-
actions and advanced failure handling approaches into RBI.
The performance of RBI was evaluated by comparing plain RMI and hand-coded
DTO designs. Predictably, RBI signiﬁcantly outperforms RMI and is only marginally
slower than hand-optimized DTO implementations. Since RBI provides greater ﬂex-
ibility and control to the programmer, the small overhead imposed by its runtime is
compensated by the added usability and expressiveness. RBI is also attractive compared
with implicit batching because it can combine a larger set of remote operations.
RBI combines the convenience and ﬂexiblity of ﬁne-grained interfaces with the per-
formance advantages of coarser-grained interfaces. In addition, the RBI stateless exe-
cution model aligns well with the increasingly prevalent service-oriented architectures,
a rapidly-emerging industry standard.
Availability:
The implementation and examples discussed in the paper can be downloaded from:
http://research.cs.vt.edu/vtspaces/best
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